
Maths
Week beginning Monday 18th January 2021



About our Maths activities 

Mental Maths starters

These should be quick starters lasting about 5 minutes. When 
there are challenges you just need to choose one to complete.

Activities

We have included some different activities for each day. You can 
choose whether you would like to do the ‘Activity Time’ or the 

Maths No Problem workbook pages if they have not already been 
completed. 

We are currently working on Maths No Problem workbook 1A. 
Please do not use Maths No Problem workbook 1B yet. 



Mental Maths Starter
Counting forwards and backwards

Choose your challenge: red, amber or green. 

Look at the pairs of numbers. Can you say which number is bigger? How do you 
know it is bigger? This can be done verbally. 

Monday/Tuesday Starter

Red challenge 

11 and 14

16 and 9

8 and 12

19 and 11

Amber challenge 

19 and 12

17 and 21

11 and 17

24 and 19

Green challenge

32 and 30

28 and 25

12 and 14

13 + 2 and 11 + 4 



Monday 18th January (Groups A and B) 
Tuesday 19th January (Groups C and D) 

L.O – To solve problems involving addition 

I can add two numbers together

I can solve word problems 

I can represent my answer using pictures and with resources

I can use a number line to add



There are 8 cookies on the tray. 

I have 3 cookies cooling on the 
side. 

How many cookies are there 
altogether? 

How can we solve this problem? 



You can solve the problem by adding. 

You could use your number line to help you jump on. Find the number 8 then 
jump on 3 jumps. 



Activity Time!
Choose your challenge: red, amber or green!

Look at the problem below. You can use objects, pictures or your number line to 
solve this problem. What would the number sentence for this problem be? 

Amber challenge 
Show this problem by drawing pictures. After, make your own 
addition word problem and draw pictures to show it. 

Green challenge 
Show this problem using a number sentence and a number 
line. After, make your own addition word problem and show 
the number sentence. Can you use 3 steps in your problem? 
E.g. I have 3 blue cars, 5 red cars and 2 green cars. How many 
cars altogether?

Red challenge 
Show this problem using objects. After, make your own 
addition word problem and show this with objects. 

I have 7 toy cars. My 
brother has 6 toy cars. 
How many altogether?

You can ask an adult to help write 
your number problem or you can say 
it verbally and show the answer. 



Extra challenge if you would like to complete more!
Pages 119-120  in MNP book 1 – you can complete these in your workbook and take a photo to upload to Class Dojo. 



Answers on next slide





Mental Maths Starter
Practise counting in 2s, 5s and 10s. 

Can you count forwards in 2s to 24?

Can you count forwards in 10s to 120? 

Can you count forwards in 5s to 60? 

Wednesday/Thursday Starter



Wednesday 20th January (Groups A and B) 
Thursday 21st January (Groups C and D) 

L.O – To solve problems involving addition 

I can add two numbers together

I can solve word problems 

I can represent my answer using pictures and with resources



I have seven sweets and add five more. How many do I have 
altogether? 

You could draw your own tens frame and use objects or draw dots to see how many sweets you have 
altogether.  



I have seven sweets and add five more. How many do I have 
altogether? 

Once we have put the objects in the tens frame we can see that we have 10 
and 2. 
So the number sentence for this word problem would be 7 + 5 = 12



Activity Time!
Look at the investigation below. Have a go at answering the different 
questions. Chose your level of challenge for the numbers. You can use a 
100 square or a number line to help. 

Getting Started
Write the numbers blank cards/pieces of paper.
Put your number cards in a bag and shake it.

To Play
Pull out two cards. Record the numbers and their sum.
Return the cards to the bag and take another turn.
Do this a few times.

Stop and Think
How many different sums do you get when you pull two of these number cards from the bag?
How do you know you have all the possibilities? Think about your number fact families (e.g. two addition and two 
subtraction number sentences).

Choose your level of challenge

Red : 2, 4, 6, 8

Amber: 6, 8, 10, 12

Green: 10, 12, 15, 24



Extra challenge if you would like to complete more!
Pages -121-123  in MNP book 1 – you can complete these in your workbook and take a 
photo to upload to Class Dojo. 





Answers on next slide






